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PRINCETON – New Jersey USA, Avril 26th 2021. 
 
Mirror of the REINVENTION-Act. # 1 exhibition, held in Princeton at the beginning 
of May, REINVENTION - Act # 2 will this time see French artist Carole Jury cross 
the Atlantic, back to her native region of Lyon to exhibit her works from June 24th 
to 26th, in the premises of “D’un siège à l’autre”. The artist will donate part of the 
profits from the sale to a charitable association from the Lyon region, just like 
part of the profits of Act # 1 were donated to support "Share My Meals", a 
Princeton local organization of volunteers who fight against food waste and 
poverty. 
 
The Lyon exhibition will present different series explored over the years by Carole Jury, 
as she reinvented herself professionally as an artist. Suzanne Lombart-Platet, founder 
of “Art & Visites”, will act as curator of the event, during which visitors will be able to 
see again pieces from past series such as “La Vie en rose” or “Dark Sea”, but also 
discover, for the first time, new series such as “Time goes by…” or “Metal Song”. 
“I am delighted to collaborate with Carole Jury for her first exhibition in her native 
region. The result of very mastered and yet, constantly evolving techniques, her artistic 
work takes us to her creative universe imbued with poetry and emotion, her personal 
photographs often acting as her source of inspiration”, declares tour guide Suzanne 
Lombart-Platet. 
As she did for the American exhibition, organized in partnership with the “Share My 
Meals” association, Jury will donate part of the profits of Act. #2 to a French charity 
dedicated to fighting against food waste and poverty. 
 
“Through these two events, I want to support charitable causes that are dear to my 
heart and celebrate volunteers who devoted a large part of their time over the past 
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fourteen months of the pandemic, by distributing meals daily to families among the 
most disadvantaged in our society”, explains Carole. 

 
Starting June 24th, come and discover artist Carole Jury, 129 Rue Bugeaud, Lyon 
6ème. 
For more on the exhibition: www.carolejury.com 
  
About Carole JURY 
Born in Lyon (France), Carole Jury has been living in Princeton, New Jersey USA, since 
2014. Her abstract painting plays with textured lines, nuanced colors and light, making 
use of different kinds of canvasses and tools. Her series take inspiration from her 
photography, which she uses as a guide for light, brightness and contrast. The art of 
Carole Jury is on display at Azart Gallery, New York City; Allessandro Berni Gallery, 
New York City; Gallerie des Artistes, La Valette du Var, France; Da Vinci Art Alliance 
(DVAA), Philadelphia; Insight Artspace, USA and Artsy, Singulart, Artsper. 
 
Carole Jury is the founder of the “Women Artists from France to USA” collective. 
 
In 2020, one of her pieces from the Lagoon series was chosen for the official cover for 
MUSEUMWEEK.  
  
For more information, visit : www.carolejury.com 
FB | IG | Twitter 
 
 
About Art & Visites 
Art & Visites, founded in 2009 by Suzanne Lombart-Platet, graduated from the Ecole 
du Louvre, organizes exhibitions tours and themed conferences on the History of Art in 
Paris, Lyon and Grenoble, France. It is through her career as a guide and lecturer, that 
Suzanne conveys her passion to her audience. 
 
For more information, visit : www.art-visites.com 



 


